
 
 
  
 

SERVICE PROCEDURE 

It is essential to read this document alongside the Covid Services Risk Assessment. This document 
serves to extrapolate the key procedures for services under Government Guidelines. This procedure 
and the risk assessment will be constantly updated in response to changing Government guidance.  

Services to open from 6th September 2020 using the following guidelines, one with access from 9am 
and starting at 9.15 finishing at 10, with 10.15 access for second service starting at 10.30 finish at 
11.15: 

Booking system via church info@stpaulschurch email or church telephone number 01905 22022 

A steward on car park 8.45-9am and 10-10.15  

Steward outside advising of 2 metre distancing and advising sanitizing of hands on way in and out 
and masks to be worn by all unless they have a medical exemption.  

Two metre distancing outside with chalks when needed.  

All doors left open for ventilation where possible. 

Stewards direct folk to rows and seats, those of same household or bubbling, can sit together, with 2 
metre (4 seat gap) left in-between, for next person. Rows 2 metres apart. Each person will be given 
“clean me card” to place under/by their chair so we can clean where they sat down before next 
service.  

All service attendees asked to leave by a row at a time. 

Gatherings discouraged inside before or after the service. 

Once folk are sat down they are encouraged to stay seated and not move around, which could 
increase the anxiety of others and social distancing management logistics.  

We encourage everyone to use their toilet before they come but disabled toilet will be available for 
emergencies, one at a time monitoring if needed and cleaning in between use. 

Those leading/facilitating the service kept to a minimum, all two metre distancing from front row and 
from each other as an example and to stay with in guidelines. 

Stewards to wear face shields or masks inside the building, and outside if they want to.  

If communion is served, individual cups and wafers to be prepped by someone who have washed 
hands, wears a mask and serves with a mask or shield.  

All commonly touched surfaces to be antibacterial cleaned before and after service, including chairs, 
lectern and microphones etc. 

An informal community behavioural agreement sent out to all those attending should be considered.  

Singing by only one person. No wind instruments. 
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